Guards Put End To Springfield Rioting

5 Guards Held
As Hostages Are Rescued

Uprising Started By 7 Young Men

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. - A horseshoe punch to the head and a slide down a flight of stairs ended a 2 1/2-hour uprising by seven youths here Tuesday at the state medical hospital.

Five guards who had been held hostage by the youths when they were released one of them was injured. One of the youths also was injured. He suffered a wound on the scalp.

One of the attacking youths tried to kick the head of a guard with his bare foot as the latter was leading him to the door. The guard had his leg in the air during the scuffle and suffered a cut on his scalp.

The unseen attackers also were described as throwing bottles, tomatoes, their running shoes and a horse blanket. The youths also broke a window and a mirror in the hospital's central stairwell.

The riot ended when one of the attackers was subdued and the others fled.


defense

Fuchs, Who Gave Reds Atom Secrets, Released From Prison

WASHINGTON - The former spy who gave the Soviets the atomic secrets of America's first bomb has been released from prison.

The 78-year-old former Russian spy was sentenced to 10 years in the federal penitentiary here in 1949 for espionage.

The man, now a naturalized citizen, was released after serving three years.

Housing Bill Sent To Ike; Veto Possible

WASHINGTON - A housing bill approved by the House late Monday night was sent to President Eisenhower for his consideration.

The bill, which provides for the construction of over 1.5 million homes, was passed by a 304-137 vote.

The measure, which was strongly supported by the administration, now goes to the President for his signature.

Wage Policy Group Called By Stee1ers

NEW YORK - The State Board of Public Welfare decided yesterday to call a meeting of wage policy experts to discuss the problem of wage policy in the state.

The meeting was called to discuss the current wage policy in the state and to try to develop a new policy that would be more effective.

Air Defense Plants Get Tentative OK

WASHINGTON - The Defense Department has given tentative approval to the expansion of defense plants in the state.

The approval will allow the plants to begin construction and the State Board of Public Welfare has been asked to give its final approval.

Four plants have been approved for construction by the Board of Public Welfare.

The plants are located in the cities of St. Louis, St. Charles, St. Louis County and St. Louis County.

They will be used to produce military equipment for the armed forces.

Rally 'Round The Flags, Boys

A THRILLING TREAT was offered Tuesday afternoon by high school students conducting their annual Flag Day. The parade was held in the city.

The parade route was through the city, with the flags flying high in the air.

An increased police force was on hand to ensure the safety of the marchers.

The parade was sponsored by the local flag-waving organization, which has been active in the city for several years.

Mary Vote State's Rights Bill Today

WASHINGTON - A state's rights bill today was introduced in the state's legislature.

The bill, which was introduced by a member of the House of Representatives, is designed to strengthen the state's position on the issue of state's rights.

The bill provides that the state shall have the power to pass any law which it deems necessary for the good of the state.
**New Want Or Not to Have**

Now and then, and even often, we should stop to think in these bitter times of the broad underlying developments that are affecting our world. Adolf Stevenson did just that in his thoughtful address at McGill University, Montreal, several months ago:

The more important and fruitful fact in the world today, he said, is the contrast of wealth and poverty between the white Western nations and most of the rest of the world. The United States gets a gross income of more than $100 billion a year from its own resources of less than $100 billion. In the contrast of a few hundred dollars a year for many in the South, the poor are literally forgotten...

**Iowa City Man Seeks ‘Driver’s License’**

The driver's license, says Mr. Stevenson, is not the cause of the problem but the result of it. It is the product of a society which has become so complex that it is impossible to control it. The problem is not the driver's license, but the society which has made it necessary.

The Iowa City man is seeking a way to improve the situation. He is suggesting that the state government issue a license to every driver in the state, regardless of age, sex, or color, in order to control the traffic on the roads.

**Iowa Man Seeks ‘Driver’s License’**

This is not a state of affairs that can be easily or quickly solved, and Mr. Stevenson did not try to do so in his brief talk. However, he put his finger on the key to the problem when he called for a “systematic long-term program of basic development” to guide the nation in solving the problems of the future.

He concluded by saying that the problem is not the driver's license, but the society which has made it necessary. The solution lies in the creation of a better society, not in the issuance of a license.
SUI Bureau
Given Grant For Research

A grant of $20,000 has been awarded by the SUI Bureau to
Human and Ecolosocial Research Center the two-year research project on the
success of the first year of the fifth year and featuring business in Iowa.

For the project, the SUI Bureau has contracted with the
University of Iowa, in cooperation with the University of California, to conduct
the research.

The research project, which is being conducted at
the University of Iowa, will focus on examining the factors influencing business success in Iowa.

The research is being conducted in collaboration with the
SUI Bureau and the University of California, and is supported by a grant from the
University of Iowa.

The project will be led by Dr. John Smith, a professor at
the University of Iowa, who will be responsible for managing the research team
and ensuring the project's success.

The research team will consist of researchers from both
institutions, who will work together to conduct the research and analyze the
results.

The research is expected to provide valuable insights into
the factors that contribute to business success in Iowa, and will help inform policy decisions
and business practices in the state.

The findings of the research will be disseminated through
academic publications, conference presentations, and other communications.

The project is expected to be completed by the end of the
funding period, which is scheduled for two years.

Finkbine Driving Range
For Iowa City Golfers

A new driving range has opened in Iowa City, providing golfers
with a convenient and affordable place to practice their swings.

The new facility, located at 123 Golf Club Drive, features
two driving ranges, each with a variety of targets and distances.

The range is open to the public and is staffed by
trained instructors who can provide guidance and feedback to
help golfers improve their game.

The driving range is open seven days a week, with
hours available throughout the day and evening.

The facility also offers a range of other services, including
a pro shop, lessons, and memberships.

Med Conference
Hears Qualities Of Future Doctors

A meeting of medical professionals was held in
the city, where they discussed the qualities of future doctors.

During the meeting, discussions focused on the importance of
personality traits, such as compassion, empathy, and integrity,
and how these qualities can be fostered in medical students.

The meeting was attended by
medical professionals from various institutions, including
the University of Iowa and the Iowa City Clinic.

Satchmo's I'll
In Italy With Pneumonia

Satchmo, the legendary New Orleans jazz trumpeter,
is in Italy recovering from pneumonia.

The 70-year-old musician was
recently diagnosed with pneumonia while on tour in Italy,
and has been receiving treatment in a hospital there.

Satchmo is expected to make a
total recovery and return to the stage soon.

The Trumpet King, as he is known, is known for
his unique blues-style playing and has been a mainstay of the
jazz music scene for decades.

The hospital staff has been keeping a close eye on
Satchmo's condition and has been updated regularly on his progress.

He is expected to make a full recovery and return
to his music soon.

Starkweather Denied A Stay
By Supreme Court Justice

The Supreme Court denied a stay to
Charles Starkweather, who killed several people in Nebraska
in 1948. The decision was announced on the
same day as the original sentence, and was without comment.

Starkweather and his attorneys argued that
his sentence of death was premature and that he should be
given a new trial.

The court rejected the arguments and affirmed
the sentence of death.

The court's decision is final, and
Starkweather will be executed on the scheduled date.

Bomber Crashes In Test Flight

The X-15, a research aircraft designed to
achieve supersonic speeds, crashed during a test flight.

The accident occurred during
a testing session intended to push the limits of aerodynamics and
aerodynamic stability.

The X-15, piloted by
Colonel William Dana, was destroyed in the crash.

The crash is being
investigated to determine the cause.

The X-15 was the first aircraft
capable of breaking the sound barrier, and its success paved the way for
further advancements in aerodynamic technology.

A number of groundbreaking experiments
were conducted during the X-15's flight tests, including tests on materials
and structural integrity.

The crash is
expected to have significant implications for future aeronautical research.

Textbook Cost Still Low,
Display-Coordinator Says

University students are expressing disappointment
over the high cost of test prep books.

According to a recent survey, the
average cost of a test prep book for a
student is $75, which is a substantial increase from previous years.

The survey was conducted
by the National Association of Test Preparation Providers (NATPP), and
covered a wide range of test prep materials for a variety of standardized tests,
including the SAT, ACT, and GRE.

The survey found that
the average cost of a test prep book was up by 10% from last year,
with the highest cost increase observed in the SAT category.

NATPP spokesperson
said that the increase in costs was due to higher production and shipping
fees, as well as increased demand for test prep materials.

"We are concerned about
the rising cost of test prep books," said a representative for
NATPP. "We are working with publishers to address this issue and
provide students with more affordable options."
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